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A COMMUTATORTHEOREM AND WEIGHTED BMO
BY

STEVEN BLOOM
Abstract. The main result of this paper is a commutator theorem: If ji and X are A
weights, then the commutator H, Mh is a bounded operator from Lp{jx) into LP(X)
if and only if b e BMO((lX-i,i//>. The proof relies heavily on a weighted sharp
function theorem. Along the way, several other applications of this theorem are
derived, including a doubly-weighted Lp estimate for BMO. Finally, the commutator
theorem is used to obtain vector-valued weighted norm inequalities for the Hilbert
transform.

I. Introduction. In the last decade, there have been several major results involving
weighted norm inequalities for the conjugate operator/ -* Hf, given for trigonometric polynomials/ = Lc„/-|"le""' by
Hf(0)

= i £

cnr^e,nB

n<-l

- i £

c„rnein9.

n;el

H may also be viewed as a convolution with conjugate Poisson kernel Q,
Q(x) = (sinx)/l
The major
Definition
there exists a
the boundary

- cosx.

results involved the class of A weights and their logarithms.
1.1. A nonnegative function w is in the class (Ap), for 1 < p < oo, if
constant C so that, foxl/p + 1/q = 1 and all intervals / contained in
of the unit circle, we have

jr [ w(x) dxlj-Z

\I\ J<

WA i

W-"^(x) dx)"

I

<C,

(where 11\ denotes the measure of the interval /).
Two useful properties of weights are the Ax condition: w is in the class (Ax) if
there exist constants C and 8 > 0 so that, for each interval / and measurable set
E cz I, we have

and the Reverse Holder condition: There exist constants C and 8 > 0 such that, for

all intervals /,
/ ,

\ l/d+8)

— (wl +sdx\
\ \I\ Jl
I

r

^ — fwdx.
\I\ JI

Muckenhoupt [7,8] has shown that Ap for some p > 1, Ax, and Reverse Holder
are all equivalent.
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The major weighted norm inequality for the conjugate operator was proven by
Hunt, Muckenhoupt, and Wheeden [5].
Theorem

1.2. H is a bounded operator on the weighted Lp-space Lp(w) if and only

ifw cz (Ap).
There is one more approach to the conjugate operator that has proved fruitful, via
commutators and the class BMO. Let Mh denote multiplication by the function b.
The commutator [H, Mh] is the operator taking/-*
H(bf) - b(Hf). The bounded
operators of this form comprise the dual space of H1, so that, by Fefferman's
Theorem, [H, Mh\ is a bounded operator of L2 if and only if b cz BMO, the class of
functions of bounded mean oscillation:

1 r

sup — 1 b(x)-I
i \I\ Ji

lr

b(t) dt dx < oo.

\I\ Ji

(See Coifman, Rochberg, and Weiss [3].)
This theory is linked to the weighted norm inequalities in the following way: If
b cz BMO, by the John-Nirenberg Theorem, exp(?Z>)cz (A ) for t sufficiently small
and p > 1 fixed. Thus H is a bounded operator on Lp(e'b).
Conversely, if H is a bounded operator on L2(eh), then the operators T, = ezbHe'zb
are bounded operators on L2 for |z| < \, as is (d/dt)T,\l=0 = [H, Mh], so that

b G BMO.
In this paper, we extend this work to settings involving multiple weights. In §11,
we present a weighted sharp function theorem, which plays a key role in the later
analysis. In §111, we present some simple applications of this theorem. In §IV, we
present the Commutator Theorem: If u and A are Ap weights, then the commutator

[H, Mh] is a bounded map from Lp(ji) into LP(X) if and only if b is in an
appropriate

weighted BMO space. And in §V, we present a vector-valued version of

Theorem 1.2.
II. The Sharp Function Theorem. A measure v is a doubling measure if there exists
a constant C such that, for any intervals / and / with |/| = 2|/|, we have v(J) <
Cv(l).
For example, if w g (Ap), then the measure w dx is a doubling measure.

The unit circle will be denoted by T.
Let c be a doubling measure and u a nonnegative weight. Then u induces a
measure, which we also call u, given by

u(E) = I u dv.
JE

u is in the class Ax(dv)

if there exist constants C and 5 > 0 for which

u(E)/u(I)

<C(v(E)/v(l))S

for all intervals / and measurable sets E cz I. This measure u is also a doubling
measure. The average of a function /over an interval / will be denoted by/7,

// = -77y//^".
v(I) J,
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or sometimes// dvif the doubling measure is in doubt. The maximal function and the
sharp function (relative to v) are given by
/*(*)-sup{|/|,:*el},

and

f#(x)

= sup{|/-

/J,: x cz /}.

Finally, Lp(u) will denote the Lp-space on the circle with norm

y\^={ir)iTmPudvTTheorem 2.1 (The Sharp Function
f*

cz Lp (u), for some u cz Ax(dv).

Theorem). Let f cz L1(dv), 1 < p < oo, and

Then fez Lp(u),with

llZ-ZrlU^Cj/*!^).
An unweighted version of this theorem, with u = 1 and v Lebesgue measure, was
given by Fefferman and Stein. Extending their proof to the present setting is
straightforward and we omit the details (which can be found in [1]; see also [11]).
This theorem could have been proven for functions restricted to any interval
I cz T. Let/*'7 denote the sharp function restricted to /,

r-'(x)

= sup{r77y/y \f ~ fj\ dv: x czJ cz1^.

In this case, we would find

Corollary
2.2. Let f cz L\dv), u cz Ax(dv),andl
then so is f, and for any interval I cz T,we have

< p < oo. ///*

cz Lp(u dv),

JT\f-frfu dv< Cpff( /*•')'« dv< Cpff( r)Pudv,
where C does not depend on I or f.

III. Applications of the Sharp Function Theorem. Our applications involve Lp
estimates for some nonstandard
weighted BMO classes. The first class we will
consider is the doubly-weighted BMO class. Let u and v be weights, and suppose

that
inf I \f — cf\u < C I v
c, J i

JI

for c, constants.

Is there an Lp version of this for any p > 1? When u and v axe 1, this is standard
BMO, and the John-Nirenberg Theorem gives the Lp estimate

inff |/-c/<C|/|,
for any 1 < p < oo. The doubly-weigh ted version of this follows.

Theorem 3.1 (The Doubly - Weighted BMO Theorem). Suppose that u'1 and
v'1 are in (Ap) for some p < 2, and that 1/p + 1/q = 1. If

(1)

inf I \f - c,\u < C I v for all intervals I,
c, J l

■>!
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then

(2)

mf± f\f-c,ru^^K{±-(vY/P.

Proof. We will apply the Sharp Function Theorem with the measure v = u dx.
Define/*,/*,
and/, with respect to u dx. Suppose that (1) holds for some constant
Cj. Then we can take c, = f, without losing more than a factor of 2. Now fix x and
let I contain x. Then

-77T [ \f~fi\u
U(I) ■>!

and hence,/*(x)

< -fjz

[ v = -~-t

U(I) Jj

< C(vu'1)*(x).

f vu-'u < C(vu'l)*(x),

U(I) h

Now fix an interval /. By Corollary 2.2,

[\f~ f,\q/"u«/pdx= J,f\f- ff'u">-*u

dx

J,

^cpf(r)q/pu^p-iudx
< C ■Cpf (vu-1)*q/puq/p-1u dx.
We claim that
(3)

u"/p'lczAq/p(udx).

Given (3), Muckenhoupt's

Theorem implies

— I \f-ffPW/p dx< C — f (vu-1)q/pu"/p
dx
\I\ '

\I\ r

= C— f v"/p dx
\I\ Ji
/ 1

\ q/,p

<tf| —jVJ
/ 1 c

\q/P

«SK\ — I v\
\ |/| Ji I

asv-1cz(Ap),

, by Cauchy-Schwarz.

So we must show (3). For this we must bound

i
-h\

u(I)

Ji

r i
u'" -ju
[u(I)

u(l)i,U
\\l\Ji

)

Ji

itAp-t)
(w""-irlAc,/p-l)u

\u(l)h
\i\Jr

and this is bounded, since w"1 g (Ap).

"j
\\i\Ji

\u(l)l
!

\\i\J'

W \l\h
I
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type theorem

of

Lotkowski and Wheeden [6].
Theorem

F(I)

3.2. Let F be a nonnegative function of sets, for which, if I cz J, then

< CF(J).

Let fi be a doubling measure, and let g'1 cz Ap(g dfi), 1 < p < oo. If

for each interval I,

(\f-f,\gdp^CF(l)n(l),
where f, = /,

. is the average with respect to g dp, then

/(|/-//|g)9^<CF(/)V(/>,
jj

1p + 1=1q

(Note: Here, and throughout, C will denote a universal constant, not necessarily the
same at successive appearances.)

Lotkowski and Wheeden also assumed the existence of constants 1 < a < B for
which aF(I) < F(2I) < BF(I). In particular, the restriction a > 1 ruled out the
function F = 1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let v be the measure g dp, and define/,,/*, and/* with
respect to v. Fix / and let x cz J c I. Then

f \f-fj\ dv < CF(J)fi(J) < CF(I)n(J).
Hence,

-tVt
f I/-//I dv< cf(7)-?tt
f «~l&d»
< cF(i)(g-1)*(x),
v(J ) J j
vyJ) Jj
and so, taking supremums

over J cz I, we have f*J(x)

< CF(I)(g~1)*(x).

By

Corollary 2.2,

/ 1/" f,\V1 dv< CJ (/*•')"g^dv
<CF(I)"f
Butg*-y

Ji

(g-1)*^"'1 dv.

g Aq(dv), as

which is bounded by the hypothesis g"1 cz Ap(dv). Applying Muckenhoupt's
rem, we conclude

f \f- fh" dp^CF(I)" jJ, (g-1)"^ dp.= CF(lYp(I).

J,

Theo-
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IV. The Commutator Theorem.
Definition
4.1. Let iv be an ^K weight and b an L1 function. Then b is in the

weighted BMO class BMO„ provided
1

f

sup ——- / \b - b,\ < oo
i w(I) J]

(here b, = bldx).

The main result of this paper is the following:

Theorem

4.2 (The Commutator

Theorem).

Let u, X g (Ap) and put v =

(jliA-1)1' p',for some 1 < p < oo, and suppose that b cz L1. Then
(i) If b g BMO,,, the commutator [H, Mh] is a bounded map from Lp(\i)

into

Lp(\), with

f\[H,Mh]f\PX^cf\f\Pp.
(ii) Conversely, if[H, Mb\: Lp(p.) -> Lp(\) is bounded, then b cz BMO,.
To prove part (i), we will need a series of lemmas. Throughout, u and X will be in
(A ), v = (p\~1)1/p, and b cz BMO„. An exponent with a prime will denote the
conjugate exponent, so 1/p + 1/p' = 1.
Lemma 4.3. There exists an e > 0 so that, for alll

< r < p' + e,

— f \b- bf\\*Tr/p< C — f \'1/p
\I\ Ji
Proof.

\ \I\ Ji

for each intervalI.
j

It will suffice to show this for some r > p'. Smaller values of r follow from

Holder's Inequality.
Choose r so that Reverse Holder holds for the weights \i'p'/p
exponent 1 + 8 = r/p'. Fix / and let x cz I. If J contains x, then

j-j

\b-bj\<C^-j

and \~p'/p with

v^Cv*(x),

\I\ JJ

\J\ JJ

and hence b*(x) < Cv*(x). By Corollary 2.2,

j \b- b,\rp-r/p < CJ (b*)rp-r/p < CJ (v*)rp.-r/p.
But

\J\Jj

\\J\jj

!

\J\jj

\\J\jj

!
by Holder's Inequality,

by Reverse Holder,

<C

by(^).
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g (Af) and Muckenhoupt's Theorem applies. So

f\b-

b,\rii-r/p< Cf vrpTr/p= cf \-r/p.

Similarly, \'r/p g (Af), and

JL/x-^(±/x)r/%c,
|/| Ji

\ \i\ Ji j

so that

\I\ J'

\ \I\ Ji I

But by Cauchy-Schwartz,

1 < — f X1/"—f X"1/"
|/| Jf

\l\ J j

so that

— f \b-b,\rp-r/p ^ CI— [ x)
|/| J

\ \I\ J] j

<C| — (Xl/P) , by Holder's,
\ \I\ Ji

I

We will need some further notation, q will be a number near/? but less than/?. Let
r > 1 and w a weight. Define
/ 1

Sr(b;w,I)=\—

\1/r

f \b-b,\rwr

Ar(f;w,I)=[—fi\fw\j

dx\

,

, and

*r*(Z>, /, w)(x) = suvSrq,(b, w, I)Krql(f;

w~\ i).

13*

Also put K* = Kx*, and let M* denote the weighted maximal function

M£g(x) = supl—— f \g\Xdy:xczl\.
Lemma 4.4. For an appropriate choice of q < p, and for any r with 1 ^ r < p/q,
there exists a weight w depending on r such that
(i)wr«'cz(Aq,),and

(ii) f[K*(b, f, w)(x)]pX(x) dx^Cj\f

\pii(x) dx.
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Proof. We will choose w as w = \ff/PX1/p~1/rq. To show (i), it will suffice to show
that wp G (Ap,). For then (i) will hold by Reverse Holder if q is chosen sufficiently
near p. For the A , condition, let t > 1. Then

— ( wp\—( w~"Y " = [— f lx-p,/p\p,/p-p'/'i\[— [ lxXp/r«-1Y
\l\Ji

\\I\Ji

)

. |/| Ji

\\I\J;

!\\I\J>

I

\ \i\ Ji I

■ — f X''{pVp~p'/rq)\
— f X''(p/rq~l)
\I\ JI
\ \I\ JI
I
The first term
i
^|/| JI *"'"

/ i

\p'/p~\i/>

\ ii/"'
\I\ JI

j

is bounded by Reverse Holder and ju g (Ap) for t near one, say t < r0. For the
second term, consider the exponent t'(p/rq —1). Asqr-»/?,r-»l,
and p/rq -* 1.
So we can choose q sufficiently nearp so that choosing t' with t'( p/rq - 1) = 1 still
keeps t < t0 for r = 1, and hence for r > 1 as well. Then the second term is

-,

/ i

J/K/
which is bounded,

\/>'//>
"Ii/''

\|/|-// /

since X cz (A ). Hence wp' g (Ap.) and (i) follows.

We will show that

(4)

— f X]
\ \I\ Ji

S ,(b;w,I)^C

for all/.

I

Assume (4) for the moment. For each x, there exist intervals Ix containing x which
approximate K*, that is

/

[K*(b,

f, w)(x)\pX(x)

dx < 2/

[Srq,(b; w, Ix)Arq(f;

vv"1, Ix)] PX.

Now

Arq(f;w-1,ix)=i[^f/

l/rw-X-'x)17"

< (x/ji/-[MX*(i/w-irv)(-)]1A9.
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so that, by (4),

JK;(b,f,w)px^cf[Mx*(\fw-r^)Y/r^
< Cf \fw-l\PX-p/rqX,
by the boundedness of the Hardy-Littlewood

maximal function,

= cj |/|%.
So to show (ii), we must only verify (4). First,

Sf5'(b;
w,I) = —
[ \b- bT'\i-rq'^pX-q'(1/q-r/p).
rq
u\ J j
Choose i so that sq'fl/q ~ r/p) = p'/P- <7near p means that i is large, so that
rq's' </?' + e, the exponent in Lemma 4.3. Hence,

S#(b; w,I) < (^ jr \b- b,r^vj1/S

[±f*"'Y

<c(w//_1//,)r,(|7|//"^)1/J'

b^L™4-3'

or
(1

\ P/p'

t/rq

and (4) holds by the Ap condition.
The main ingredient of the proof is an estimate of the sharp function of [FT, Mh]f,
set out in the lemma below.
Lemma 4.5. Let w and w be weights with wq, wrq cz (A

) for some r > 1. Then

([//, Mh]f)*(x) < C [K*(b, f, w)(x) + K*(b, Hf, w)(x)
+ Kr*(b,f,w)(x)+(Mx*{\fv\'')(x))l/'1

.

Proof. Let g = [H, Mh]f. We must estimate g*. So fix x and / containing x. Let
x0 be the center of /. Define/, = fxu> an^fi = / ~ /i- For any constant c,

In particular,

fYj \g - g,N t;:/ \g - H(b - b,)f2(x0)\.
\i\ Ji

\i\ Ji
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Now

g=[H,Mh]f=

[H,Mb_hi]f

= H(b - b,)fx + H(b - b,)f2-(b

- b,)Hf

so that

17/
- *')^l
17]y/ I*- *'!<17/
|/| ^ I*- */ll^l+17/'"<*
|/| Ji
+ £■(

\H(b - b,)f2(t) - H(b - b,)f2(x0)\ dt

\I\ Ji

= 2(KX + K2 + Kf).
For these terms, first

Kx=±-f\b-

bMHflw1

\I\ Ji

= Sq,(b; vv,l)Aq(Hf;

vv"1,/) < K*(b, Hf, w)(x).

For the second piece,

/ 1

VA

^2<[|7 ff\H(b - b,)fx\j
^!/f1A(/^|//(»-M/il)1A
< C|/|~ ' / I* - */|/if

= 21/'c(-M

\b-b,\r\f\rY

\ \2I\ J2I

<2l"c[-±-f

\ |2/| hi

= 21/rC[A

> by the Theorem of M. Riesz,

I

^-bj^

j

+ \bI-b1I\[-^-j

\ |2/| J2i

+ B].

Here,

< S„.(6; »,2/)A„(/;

*-\2/)

« *,•(»,/,»)(*).

\f()

j
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To estimate B,

1 /•

2

/•

\b, ~ b2I\ < — / \b - b2I\ < —- / \b\I\ Ji
\21\ J21

<2Srq.(b;w,2l)\-—-f

\ |2/| J21

b2I\

w'rq\

I

so that

S«2S„,(4;*,2/)(_4*-)

(pf,!/!'*-'.-)
/

1

\ 1//r<7/

<2^(»i..M)A,(/i»-',2/)(Mf/.-)

1

\ 1/r<?'

(^/2,»")

since wr«' g (Aq,). Hence A:2< CK*(b, f, w)(x). For A:3,let t cz I. Then

\H(b-br)f2(t)-H(b-b,)f2(x0)\

<f\Q(t-y)-Q(x0-y)\\b-b,\\f2\dy
<cj

l'~X°l
J

.\f2(y)\\b-b,\dy

\t-y\\xo-y\

-cj

,
J\x0-y\>b

l~x°

.\f\\b-b,\

\t - y\\xQ

- y\

where 5 = |/|.
Since re/,

\t - x0\a 8/2 n \\x0-y\,
and
\t-y\>

\x0 - y\-\t

- x0\ >i\x0-

y\.

Hence,

\H(b - b,)f2(t) - H(b - b,)f2(x0)\ < C8J

-l—2\f\\b

'^o > 1=-« \x0-

- b,\ dy,

y\

and since this holds for all t cz I, the same bound must hold for Kv Therefore,

K3^C8\ZJ
<Cl22-2^-1/

-^1/116-6,1^
\f\\b-b,\dy.
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Let Ik = 2kl. Then

K^%CY.Tk-^-j

\b-b,\\f\

<16CE2-*(-f-/ \b-bh\\f\ + -Lf

\bf-bft\\f\)

= 16ClZ2-k(Lk + Mk).
k

But

Lk < Sq.(b; w, Ik)Aq(f; w'1, Ik) < K*(b, f, w)(x),
so that

/f3<16C

K*(b,f,w)(x)+\Z^kMk

.

k

We must show

(5)

Y,2-kMk^c\M*{\fv\q)(x)X/q.
k

To prove (5), we will use two facts. First, since b cz BMO„,

(6)

jj/ \b - bj\ < Cv(J)

for each interval/,

and second, since v cz (Ax), there exists a 8 > 0 such that

(7)

'

v(E)

I \E\\S

HJ)

\\J\J

-7—T < C

for all measurable sets F c/.

Thus,
k -1

* -1

,

\b, - bh\< E |rb/n
- b,J < £ — / \b - b,J
n= 0

n = 0 |/„l

*-l

;»

-.

<2 flI= 0 77-7/
l*-*f.J
|/„ + ll 7»+i

<c^*ALi+A by(2)
»=0 l/, +ll

< <>,,,.L= (>—rp■77-7
''V'aJ
|/„+1|
k -1 /

<C^E

I

\ 1- 8

77*7

by(3)'

« = 0 \ Kn+ll /

= C^

£ 2<*-"-1*1-^
» = ()

C^**1-^,
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and hence

£2-*M,<C£2-*8
k

k

* /

\h\ Jh

{f\

^cv"AiA^T[Ur^'Y
-^(xAmkv*xY[fJ^''Y
^c[M^\fv\g)(x)\l/qZ2-k\(X/k)l/q[-^j

,-<\-<")

k

\ \lk\ h

.
I

So (5) will hold provided

(8)

v,(X,)X/q[—j v-q'X'q'A

\c

forall/.

To show (8),
v-i'\-t'/i

= u-q'/p\-q'(i/q-^/p)_

Choose i so that sq'(l/q _ 1/f) = P'/P- So s ^s large> and Reverse Holder will
apply to fx~p/p with exponent q's'/p' for qnear/?. So

(8)

^x^^^^^-^y/yMj^)1^]^^-^]17"'
\\I\ '
< C(Xlf/q(lil)1/p(XY/p)l/P'

PI

\ \I\ '

I

+ l/sq'(l>--p'/p)1/P', by Reverse Holder,

= c(x/)l/q(xyvp)p/p\,l)1/p(,-lp'/py/p'
which is bounded,

since p and X are in (A ).

Proof of Theorem 4.2, part (i). By Lemma 4.5,

/ ([//, Mh\f)*pX < C / K*(b, f, w)pX + j K*(b, Hf, w)"X

+ JK?(b,f,w)pX + j(MZ(\fv\q))P/qX,
for w and vv satisfying wq' and wrq' g (A ,). By Lemma 4.4, we can choose an r > 1
and such weights vvand vvso that

f K*(b,f,w)pX<CJ\f\Pii,
and
/tfr*(Z?,/,vv)'X«:/|/|y
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Therefore,

f[([H,Mh]ff(x)]PX(x)

<c[f\f\Pp + f\Hf\Pp+ fMx(\Mq)P/qX.
By the Theorem of Hunt, Muckenhoupt,

and Wheeden,

/ \Hffp< Cf |/|V
and by Hardy and Littlewood's Theorem,

fMx*(\fv\q)P/qX<cf\fv\PX
= cf\f\Pp.
So we conclude

f([H,Mb]f)#p\<cf\ffp..
Now let

k = -}-f2n[H,Mb]f.
lit J0
By the Sharp Function Theorem,

f\[H,Mb]f-k\\<CJ\f\"n.
Thus,

f \[H, Mj/fx)

< (/ \[H, Mb]f- k\PX} + fc(/ Xj

<c(/|/fMp
Finally, \k\ = (l/2ir)JT

+ *(/Ap-

[H, Mh_h ]/ |, and estimating this just as in Lemma 4.5 for

Kx and K2 gives

\k\<^fT\b-bT\\Hf\+±JT\H(b-br)f\
< [K*(b,Hf,o>)(x) + K*(b,f,cb)(x)]
for any x cz T, so that
/

[j>fxj

\1/p

\I

\1//p

I

\1/p

< \JTK*(b,Hf,Uy\} + ^K*(6,/,co)pXJ

<(ll^/IU^)
+ll/IUw)<ll/IU'w
by Lemma 4.4 with appropriate choices of co, co and r > 1, and by the Hunt,
Muckenhoupt, and Wheeden Theorem, and part (i) follows.
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Proof of Theorem 4.2, part (ii). We may assume that

f\[H,Mb]ff\<f\ffr,
and that b is real. Fix /, centered at x0. Since [H, Mh] = [H, Mh_h ], we may further
assume that b, = 0. Put M = (l/v(I))j,\b\.
We must bound M, independent of /. So
we can assume that M is quite large. Let E = {x cz I: b(x) > 0}. We may assume
without loss of generality that |F| > \\I\. Let E' c E have measure |£'| = \I ~ E\.
Define \p by ^ - Xt:f ~ Xi-e- Then \pb 3* 0, and /i// = 0. Also, since j, b = 0,

j,-Ei-b)=

Ie b. Hence,

f ^b>fiJ-b)=\[fE(-b)+ ^=1^

= ^(1).

Now let x cz 21. Then

\[H,MbMx)\>\H(b+)(x)\-\b(x)\\Ht(x)\.
To analyze this,

\H(b+)(x)\= fJi \Q(x- y)\(b*)(y) dy
> |-l—f

(H) >-l—Mv(l),

while

\Ht(x)\= f Q(x - y)t(y) dy
= / [Q(x ~ y) ~ Q(* - x0]ip(y) dy , sincef ^ = 0,

•V |x —y\\x — x0\

and we conclude,

,9)

|[H.l,J*W|>fi*^-Sto.
\x

I-2/.

xo\

\x — XQ\

Choose a < Cx and B a small universal constant. We can think of the unit circle as
(x0 — ir,xQ + it). B will be chosen so small that 2BM1/p\I\ < ir. For otherwise,
—*—

<|/|

2BM1/P

= ( */Pp-W

< v(l)l/p[

Ji

(^

v-*^,

Wo

/

or

V'

\2BM1/p)

\J

)

and so

M= -^f\b\^CBpM\\b\\,.

CBpM'
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We can choose B sufficiently small so that C/8^11/?j|
x < 1, leading to a contradiction.
Now put
J = [x: |/| < (jc - jc0) < BM1/P\I\),

F=

{xczJ:

C2|6(jc)||/|2

< (cx - a)Mv(l)(x

- x0)},

and

G = J - F.
By the argument above, J cz (x0, x0 + ir/2), and so 2 J c T, the unit circle. We can
assume that M is large enough so that I Q 2J. Then

u(/) > / |*|',i > / \[H, MhU\PX > j^ \[H, MhU\PX
,

CsjMT)

JF

_

x-x0

> r [oMK/l|'x>
" 'f [ x - x0 j

c2\l\2b(x)\ '
,x_

XQy

f \aMv(I)V>x
" JF [3M1/P\I\ J

= X(F)(^/)V-1^X(F)(^/)',
so that

<(!)''x'(l7|//"*/'''<'>)'
= (^)'x(/)p/(p-«/');/*<

»herej + 5-1'
ci^Yx(I),

by the ,4, condition,

< C(B/a)"X(2J).
Now

M = JL / xi/,x-i/,< (J- / x^f — /" x-^)V
|2/|

|27| -V

X(/)J \|2/|4/

a

\ |2/| -V /

\ |2/| ^y

j l|2/|4/

j

/
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and thus | F | < 2CB/a ■RM1/p\I\. We will also require B to be so small that
2CB/a < \. Then for M large,
(10)

|G| > \BM1/P\I\.

Notice that B does not depend on M or |/|. Next let

H*f(x)= f Q(x-y)f(y)dy.
Then the adjoint of the commutator is [H, Mh]* = -[//*, Mh]. Also, if T is any
operator satisfying /|F/ \PX < /| / \p\x, then any easy argument shows that its
adjoint satisfies

(|r*/|V?/p)<(/l/|V^).
In particular,

for T = [H, Mh], we have

(11)

/ \[H*, Mh]g\qy,-q/p < / \g\q\-«/p.

Now let g = (sgn b)xc- Then for x cz I,

\{H*, Mh]g(x)\ > fJG Q(y- x)(bg)(y) dy - \b(x)\\H*g(x)\

>2cxf My)L-\b(x)\j
•> \y - x0\

Q(y-x)dy

jg

>2-^(cx-a)^\G\-cMx)\j^P\l\di
c2

i/i

> CM1 + l/pvI-

Ji

C'|c?(x)|logM,

y

by (2).

LetD = [x cz I: \b(x)\ < 2Mv,}. Then for x cz D,
\[H*,Mh]g(x)\

> v,[CM1 + 1/p - 2C'AflogM]
> Cv,M1 +1'»

for large M.

Next,

2M\I~D\=f

JI~D

2M ^\I\ J/f -Pv(I)

^ M\I\,

so that \I - D\ < k\I\, or |Z»|> \\I\. By (11),

f |[7f*,Mft]g|V*/"< j/" |g|V«/'<

y

/" X'"/^

jg

/" X-^.

j2J

Thus,
/" X-q/p>

J2J

f \[H*,Mh]g\qn-q/p>

JD

C(Vl)qMq +q/p{ prq/p.
JD

But

\ < 77 = 17/ ^^^ <^'W Trl/"H^
|/|

|/|

•/D

\ |/|

•/D

/
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so that (1/|/|)/D

\i~q/p =*2-q(iJ.,)-q/p, and thus

— f X-<S»> C(vx)qMq+q/p2-q(nl)~q/P,
\I\ J2J
or

Mq +q/p ^C—

f X-q/P(p.I)q/P(vIYq

\I\

2J

<c---/

x-o^yl^-fv-1)"

\I\ 2J

\ \I\J'

I

= cM(X-q/P)2j(llry/pl±fxi/Ptl-i/PY
\I\

\ \I\ J<

\") l\

<cM(A^)y(,)^(r/P),|I^
/ I? i\ \l + q/p

< c ^

I
I -\

\ q//p

(n,)q/p(n-q/p),(x2J)q/p(x-q/p)2J

( \2J\V+q/P
<c|^j
, asX,Me(^),
< C(2BM^p)l+q/p.
So we have

C > A/<?+<i//')(1_'//')-!//> = Jy[q
and we have an upper bound on M.
V. A weighted norm inequality for vectors. Let IF be a symmetric, positive definite,
n X n matrix-valued function on the unit circle T. W(x) induces a pointwise inner
product on the vector space C" given by (/, g)W(x) = (W(x)f,g)
where the latter is
the standard dot product on C". This extends to vector-valued functions as

(f,g)w=

^JT(W(x)f(x),g(x))dx.

This inner product in turn induces a Hilbert space L2(W) of vector-valued functions
whose IF-norm is finite.
We wish to extend Theorem 1.2 to this setting. For what weights W is the
conjugate operator H a bounded operator on L2(Wyl Nonconstructive necessary
and sufficient conditions have been found by Pousson [9] and Rabindranathan [10]
using the Hilbert space arguments of Helson and Szego [4]. We will present a
sufficient condition which is constructive, and which can be generalized to ap-

propriately defined LP(W) spaces [1].
Theorem 5.1. Let W = U*AU, where U is unitary, A diagonal, and the diagonal
entries Xk of A are A 2 weights. If for each r andj,

urjcz BMO{M;i)i/2 for k = 1,2,...,n,
then H is a bounded operator on L2(W).
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Proof. The IF-norm of Hf is given by

l!"/ll = £yr/

\(UHf)k(x)\2Xk(x)dx.

We will bound each tUHf)k\.

UHf=H(Uf) + UHf-H(Uf)
= H(Uf) + UHU*(Uf)- UU*HUf,
so that, with LJ = (urj),

(UHf)k = H(Uf)k + zZukj(HU*(Uf), - U*H(Uf)j).
j
Now

HU*(Uf)j - U*H(Uf)j= Z«rj(Uf)r - urjH(Uf)r
r

= L[n,M-Urj](uf)r.
r

Since Uis unitary, each \ukJ\ < 1. Thus

\(UHf)k\^\H(Uf)k\+ zZZ\[H,M-Urj](Uf)r\,
r.j

and so

\\Hf\\l^cl}Zf\H(Uf)k\2Xk+ £ /|[//, M-Ur](Uf)rfxk
\ k

r.j.k

I

where c depends only on the dimension n.
By the Hunt, Muckenhoupt and Wheeden Theorem 1.2,

/|//(c//),|2X,<c/|(t//)/x„
and by the Commutator Theorem 4.2,

/ \[H, MBJ(t//)r|2X^ Cf \(Uf)r\2Xr,
since each urj cz BMO(X A-i)i/2by assumption.

So

l|///llUc£/|(t7/)r|2Xr=C||/||l
r

We close with some remarks on the converse of Theorem 5.1. The requirement
that the X^ be A2 weights causes no great pain. There are examples of good weights
with a diagonalization for which the diagonal entries are not in A2, but these
examples reflect a choice in diagonalization rather than the structure of the weight.
In particular, if U*AU is a good weight with U continuous, the X^'s must be in A2
[!]•
In any converse to Theorem 5.1, very little can be said about the arguments of the
unitary entries. For if U*AU is a good weight, and if J is any diagonal, unitary
matrix, then U*J*AJU = (7*At/, so that necessary conditions must apply to JU as
well as U. Multiplication by J smears the arguments of each row.
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The condition

Conjecture

that we suspect is necessary is the following

5.2 Let H be a bounded operator on L2(U*AU), where

"Xj

0"

0

X„

A=
is diagonal, and U = (uij) is unitary. Then each \urj\ g BMO(A j-i^,
This author has also studied the simpler moving average operator

k = l,2,...,n.

A weight W is said to be a good weight for the moving average if ^4^ is bounded on

L2( W), with bound independent of h.
Conjecture 5.2 holds for the moving average in two dimensions, but our proof
breaks down in higher dimensions [1].
Similarly, one can ask these questions about the Hardy-Littlewood
maximal
function, defined in the vector setting to maximize the IF-norm.
One example motivated much of these ideas. Let a, B > 0, a < 1. Put

M

A

0

o
|jc|

and
i i'8
cos|jq

_

• i |0
_-sin|jq

-i \P~
sin|jq

n*1'
cos|jcj

Then U*AU is a good weight for any of the operators discussed if and only if R > a,
which is exactly the condition called for by Theorem 5.1 of [1].
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